
First Impressions Count!

TheEco Sense Range





At William Cope, we are passionate about sustainability and 
doing our bit to help preserve our environment for future 

generations.

This collection is SUSTAINABLE, CARBON NEUTRAL and for 
some products even CARBON NEGATIVE. It is completely 

flexible in terms of design with made to measure or standard 
sizes and a wide range of colours and finishes.

Welcome to Eco Sense.
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Eco Sense Sepia Gladstone Oak / Eco Sense Alpina white

Eco Sense Grey Bardolino Oak / Eco Sense Dust Grey
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2Eco Sense Dust Grey / Eco Sense Porcelain 3



The Eco Sense range has been developed to produce 

as little impact on the environment as possible when in 
manufacture, in terms of energy use and waste 

pollution. 

With materials sourced locally (within 150km radius 
from a plant)

All boards are 100% recyclable and carbon negative so 
even after manufacture, when the boards are replaced, 

they can be recycled and made into something new. 
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Eco Sense gloss white / Sand grey Halifax Oak 

Eco Sense Alpina White/ Eco Sense Light grey
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Eco Sense Fjord Green/ Eco Sense Alpina White   
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Eco Sense solid colours

The Eco Sense range is full of vibrant hues, brilliant gloss 

and super  matte lacquer finishes which will brighten up 
your home and create a sophisticated, inviting 

environment. 

With high scratch resistance, stain resistance and a 
lacquered finish makes Eco Sense a robust and durable 

door.

Alabaster Sand 
Beige

Pebble 
Grey

Crema 
Beige

Porcelain

Denim 
Blue

Indigo Blue Cashmere Light Grey Dakar 
Grey

Stone Grey

Monument 
Grey

Dust Grey

Taupe 
Grey

White Grey Black

Alpina 
white 
(matte)

White 
gloss

GraphiteSmoke blue Fjord green

G

GG G

GG

G Also available in gloss

G
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Eco Sense Dakar Grey

Eco Sense White Grey
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Eco Sense material effect finishes  

Light Chicago 
concrete **

Anthracite 
Metal Fabric

Black Gold Metal 
Slate ****

Grey Bardolino 
Oak **

White Halifax 
Oak***

Natural Halifax 
Oak ***

Truffle Brown

Sand Grey Halifax 
Oak *** 

Lincoln 
Walnut

Mali 
Wenge

Sepia 
Gladstone Oak

Keiserberg
Oak

Black Marble 
* + **

Dark Chicago 
concrete

White Marble
* + **

W

W

W

W

W Also available as a laminate worktop

* Worktop  available in Postform 16mm

W

**Worktop available in Postform 38mm

***Worktop available in Square edge 38mm

W

W

****Worktop available in Square edge 25mm

W
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Bring the outside in…
Incorporate nature into your desired kitchen by including one of 
these material effect finishes into your design. Combining these 
with the bold tones of the solid colour range, gives the flexibility 

to create unique spaces you’ll enjoy spending time in.

Eco Sense Pewter Halifax Oak 
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Open plan living – Set the scene with Eco Sense

12
Eco Sense Black Marble / Eco Sense Graphite  
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Our pull-out base unit 
has a variety of options 

in terms of storage 
solutions, whether you 

want to use it for bottles, 
trays or towels, there is 

an attachment to fit 
your need.

Eco Sense Storage solutions
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Our le Mans corner 
solution gives for 

maximum storage in 
places where standard 
storage cannot reach. 

The Le Mans glides 
with ease when pulled 

out and has two 
shelves to further 
maximize space.

Our pull-down wall 
unit is perfect for 
storing spices or 
those favourite 

condiments and 
allows for quick 

access, conveniently 
above your head.
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Eco Sense Storage solutions

Our pull-out Larder unit is a 
great tall storage solution. 

With multiple levels and 
access from either side, the 
larder unit makes storage 

easy.

Pull out larder unit 

Our Legra box space tower solution is our most popular & 
practical storage unit. Each drawer has a 60kg weight limit 

and It provides easy access to all your kitchen goods.

Legra box space tower
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The pull-out waste bin 
keeps waste 

management discreet 
and makes the job of 
changing the bin as 

easy as can be. 

The pull-out laundry 
bin is a great addition 
to your utility room, 

keeping you organized 
and laundry mess to a 

minimum. 

Pull out Laundry bin

Pull out waste unit
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Images 

Eco Sense Indigo blue

Eco Sense Storage solutions unique to your home
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Eco Sense black
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Laminate

The most cost-effective worktop option we have to offer, but 
the widest variety of colours and textures to choose from. The 

Eco Sense range of laminate worktops will be sure to have 

what you’re looking for.
For examples of options see page 9. 

Worktops

With sustainability being the forefront of our choices of 
materials, here are some of the sustainable worktop options 
we have to offer.  

Eco Sense Halifax oak 
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Solid wood

The more traditional option of the worktops, solid wood 
worktops would make a great feature to your new kitchen. They 
may require extra maintenance, but the aesthetic wood brings 
to your kitchen is worth it. With options ranging from oak to 
walnut, we have the wood grain to give your kitchen a more 
natural feel.
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Dekton 

Dekton is a sustainable, carbon neutral product which comes in 
12mm or 20mm thickness. Dekton won’t stain in any way, is 
completely heat resistant and has antibacterial properties. There 
are no limitations in terms of design with this product so let your 
imagination run wild.

Worktops

Dekton shown in Fossil

Dekton shown In Rem
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Silestone with Hybriq+ technology

Silestone with Hybriq+ technology is a more sustainable 
alternative to Quartz. The high-performance blend of 
premium mineral, quartz and recycled glass is manufactured 
by a process which is completely fueled by renewable energy 
and recycled water. 

Silestone with Hybriq technology shown in Cara Blue
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Bedroom storage solutions to maximise space

24Eco Sense Indigo blue 
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Envelope
Handle 

Envelope 
Handle 

Edge Bow 
Handle

Jazz                      
Handle 

Fringe  
Handle 

Fringe  
Handle 

Wow
Handle 

Wow
Handle 

Bench

Handle 

Bench
Handle 

Punch
Handle 

Punch
Handle 

Station 

Handle 

Station 
Handle 

Slope
Handle 

Slope
Handle 

Top profile Handles

Our range of top profile handles has a variety of designs, sizes 
and finishes.  With finishes including black matte, stainless steel 

and brass, you have a wide range to choose from to add the 
finishing details to your kitchen.
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Eco Sense Alpina White / Natural Halifax Oak 
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Eco Sense Alpina white 29



All our appliance manufacturers are constantly looking for 
ways to use more recycled materials and improve their energy 

efficient ratings. Here are some of our most popular 
appliances to get you thinking. 

Our most popular Bosch 
appliances. Contact us to see 

our full range.

Why not combine two 
appliances in one with 
the Bosch down draft 

induction hob. The 
integrated ventilation 

design extracts cooking 
odors and steam from 

the source, giving you a 
clean atmosphere to 

cook in.  

With Bosch being the most 
cost-effective, high-quality 
brand, we supply, their ovens 
would be a reliable and 
economical choice for your 
kitchen. Pair this with a 
combi oven and add a sleek 
integrated look to your 
design.

Energy Efficiency Rating - B 

Energy Efficiency Rating – A+ 
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Our most popular Siemens 
appliances. Contact us to see our 

full range.

Siemens wine coolers make for a classy 
addition to your new kitchen. With  
models having dual temperature zones, 
you can keep your premium wines in 
perfect condition. 

Siemens ovens make cooking as 
simple as possible. With their 

intelligence they can cook meals to 
perfection without you having to 
keep tabs on timings. With some 

models having an interactive touch 
screen and the ability for you to 

add recipes, a siemens appliance 
will make for a smart addition to 

your home. 

Extraction doesn’t have to 
be boring. Siemens have a 
wide range of cooker 
hoods which will ventilate 
your kitchen effortlessly. 
With a variety of designs 
and installation 
placements, a siemens 
cooker hood would make a 
great feature as well as a 
practical appliance.

Energy Efficiency Rating – A+

Energy Efficiency Rating – G

Energy Efficiency Rating – A+ 31
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Step 1. Step 2. Step 3.

Neff Slide and Hide ovens 

The Neff Slide and Hide oven door has 
been designed to tailor for modern 
lifestyles. The door slides smoothly 
under the oven cavity giving easier 
access to the ovens’ interior. Neff have 
recognised the customers need for 
maximum cooking space and have 
designed a product to do just that.

Neff Built in coffee machine

The fully integrated Neff coffee 
machine allows you to have café 

quality coffee without leaving the 
house. With a wide range of hot 

drinks just a button away, this 
coffee machine even remembers 

the favorite drinks for up to 8 
people. 

Our most popular Neff appliances. 
Contact us to see our full range. 

Energy Efficiency Rating – A+
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Neff Slide and Hide oven
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Contact our team to discuss the endless possibilities 

with our Eco Sense product at 

William Cope Interior Design 
857 Christchurch Road 
Bournemouth 
BH7 6AT

Tel: 07780 661 770 / 01202 427524
Email: info@williamcope.design
Website: www.williamcope.design

mailto:info@williamcope.design

